
It has been four years since our Takumi's initial production. While gaining  critical acclaim amongst the press and 
owners, we remained focused on the pursuit of our original quest – Delivering Amplifier's ultimate form.

As a result we have accumulated a number of advancements. Now, these compounded together celebrate the 
launch of the K-70 Generation II.

The Generation II is outwardly almost indistinguishable from the original. Only a small nameplate bearing 
testimony to the amplifier's Generation II status making the difference. 

Internally a number of small advancements are collectively implemented with the final outcome – A K-70, just 
better and substantially so. More engaging, greater transparency, wider and deeper sound staging, faster and 
more resolute. Bass extension and control too is improved to yield truly unrivalled performance and a sound of 
fantastic proportion.

A note amongst reviewers of the buzzing sound eliminating from the substantial power supply unit has been 
addressed too with the Generation II now running much quieter while maximum power has been increased 
slightly. 
An added “standard power” option reduces power consumption when the full power mode is not required.

An input transformer by-pass option specifically for those who use balanced out pre-amplifiers of a high calibre 
allows for superior high frequency performance coupled with lower distortion in the lowest frequencies.

Robert Koda is proud to stand by our product and offer all current K-70 owner's the opportunity to upgrade to 
Generation II status.

Principle features of the Gen II over the original K-70

1. A few extra dB of power. 

2. A full power / Standard power switch (Hi Z, Low Z) offers reduced power consumption and heat generation 
while retaining full power delivery into loads above six ohms. 

3. A new set of high current, toroidal air gapped and potted chokes replace the smaller original “EI” parts.  These 
provide a quieter operation, reduced magnetic radiation and reduced "ripple" current bringing sonic 
improvement.

4. An input transformer bypass plug-in for owner's of pre-amps with high quality balanced outputs. If driven from 
a suitable  balanced source, sound quality is improved across music's full spectrum.

5. "Honed down" ground wiring topology and improved cable to the speaker terminals and other areas resulting 
in better sound quality. Microphony in cables has been further addressed.

6. Subtle resistor changes, now incorporating exotic carbon parts specifically designed for audio.

7. The adoption of a new rectifier tube (5AR4) instead of a pair of 6X5's plus an improved and more robust choke 
filter to work with this tube.

The Gen II status upgrade is to be offered to all owner's of K-70 for a cost of $8000 while a new Gen II has an 
international base price of USD 45000-00 


